1/2 Brett ...... What I like About Australia is...

...the native animals and the sunny days. (Callum)
...lots of pathways to ride on and Australia is a really nice place. I love Australia. It is cool. Really cool! (Finley)
...the sun and the animals and the water too and BBQs and the lake. (Xavior Noy)
...is I like going to the pool on hot days. I also like eating ice-cream on hot days. (Oliver)
...because it is a great country. It has lots of things to do like riding horses and going to friends' farms. (Natalie)
...the moon is out in the day sometimes and sunshine beams. (Liam F)
... the tropical jungle and the snowy mountains. And I also like the shells on the sandy beaches and I also love the rain. (Beatrice)
...the native Australian animals, the beach, the sun shining in our pool and swimming in it, and the moon, fish and horses. I like catching fish and I like riding horses and I like seeing the moon at night and they all make me feel happy. (Tayah)

...I get to play in my pool when it is hot. I also love to play with my Lego. (Callan)
...I love all the beaches because when you run down the hills it makes a funny noise. I love Australia, I am happy I live in it. (Abby)
...netbooks, BBQs, books, rabbits, teddys, yo-yos, guitars, fish and kangaroos. I love BBQs because you get to catch up with your friends. (Sophie)
...the food. It is so good but I love the market because you can buy stuff. I love Australia. (Tia)
...the places in Australia and the people and the foods and the animals. (Aja)
...the outback and the new animals you can see. I love the Olympics. (Will)
...the animals, the beaches, the bush, and the rocky cliffs. I like the rocky cliffs because some of the parts are tall and some are small. I like the animals because they are so cute. Australia are awesome. (Silas)

...eating ice cream in the summertime. I also love the smell of BBQs. (Hamish)
...I love the food and the different types. I also love being able to use netbooks. (Liam A)
...the beaches and the pools and ice creams and BBQs. I love the summer and the sun shining and the fairs. (Erem)

...camping because they might not do it in another country. I love the weather and the food. (Tom)
...the rocky cliffs and getting to climb up them. (Tarkyn)
...we have weird and wild animals. I also love the long and wide beaches. (Hugo)